ABSTRACT A network of modular protein complexes inside a cell coordinates many biological processes and is known as protein-protein interaction (PPI) network. A PPI network can be modeled as a graph, in which edges represent interactions among proteins, and sub graphs represent protein complexes. Previous methods for protein complex mining from PPI network mainly focused on few topological features like density and degree statistics based on the assumption that proteins inside a complex are highly interactive with each other and thus form dense subgraphs. While this assumption is true for some complexes, it doesn't hold for many others. The important biological information within the protein amino acid sequences, which estimates the interacting property among two proteins for performing a specific biological function is not considered in most of the previous studies. There is a need for algorithms that consider both topological and biological features for correctly identifying protein complexes having varying topological structures and biological patterns inside a PPI network. In this paper, we present an algorithm for detecting protein complexes from interaction graphs. By using graph topological patterns and biological properties as features, we model each complex sub graph by decision tree learners. We use a training set of known complexes to construct decision trees in depth first and BEST FIRST manner using divide and conquer strategy. Splitting criterion, such as information and Gini gain are used in tree expansion process. Training set is divided into subsets and each subset is represented as a branch of tree. Pruning techniques are used to reduce the size of tree. We applied our method to protein interaction data in yeast on two benchmark data sets, i.e., MIPS and CYC2008. According to our results, decision trees achieved a considerable improvement over clique-based algorithms in terms of its ability to recover known complexes by using integrated biological and topological properties.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the protein-protein interaction (PPI) network, protein complexes are important entities to understand the principle of cellular organization and function. For deciphering the molecular mechanism underlying the given biological functions in an organism, correct identification of interaction network among proteins is essential. Besides individual interactions, protein interaction graphs possess more systematic information. Complexes formed in these graphs contain multiple protein interaction partners to perform many cellular functions [1] . With the increase in number of species, the size of global high throughput protein interaction data becomes larger. Correctly identifying protein complexes from such data becomes a challenging task [2] - [5] . To achieve this aim different experimental techniques i.e. tagging, mass spectrometry, Y2H, phage display, electron microscopy and affinity purification etc. have been developed but the datasets produced by these techniques suffer from high false negative and false positive rates [6] . Tagging disassociates the weakly associated components of a complex and hence affects the complex formation while mass spectrometry only found complexes which are present under certain conditions. Therefore, accurate identification of protein complexes is still a challenge. To overcome the drawbacks of wet lab approaches various computational methods have been devised.
Interaction network of protein complexes can be best presented by a graph in which nodes represent the proteins while edges represent the interaction among proteins. Protein complex mining from such graphs provides an insight to the topological structures as well as functional organization of protein networks in a cell. Computational approaches are based on the intuition that proteins in the same complex are highly interactive with each other, and hence form dense sub graphs in PPI Most of these approaches use binary protein protein interaction graphs and unsupervised graph clustering to discover densely connected sub graphs. A brief overview of these approaches is given below.
MCODE [7] selects an initial vertex of high local weight and iteratively adds neighbor vertices with similar weights in the detected cluster. It generates both small and large complexes. CFinder [8] is a clique-finding algorithm which forms clusters of different sizes. It forms fully connected sub graphs of different minimum clique size, these cliques are then merged based upon their shared members' percentage and therefore each vertex assumes membership in the entire hierarchy of detected clusters. MCL. Reference [9] detects protein complexes both in weighted and unweighted graphs by simulating random walks with iterative expansion and inflation. DPclus [10] tracks cluster periphery to detect protein complexes in PPI network. Li et al. [11] reduced the number of parameters of DPclus for detecting protein complexes and used two topological constraints in the modified DPClus. Restricted neighbors searching clustering (RNSC) detects protein complexes based on both gene-ontological and graphtheoretical properties [12] . CORE algorithm detects protein complexes based on a statistical framework. It ranks the predicted complexes by assigning a score to them [13] . Wu et al. [14] present a core-attachment algorithm which identifies protein complexes in two stages i.e. core complex and attachment complex. Tang et al. [15] proposed breadth first search algorithm (ClusterBFS) for building clusters, starting from local seeds selection and adding more nodes in the cluster based on weighted density of the clusters. ClusterBFS performs well on small size complexes. A supervised graph clustering framework is proposed by Qi et al. [1] to detect protein complex with learning two properties of known complexes i.e. topological and biological. Because of the limited training data, the knowledge learned could be biased and therefore affect the complex formation. CDIP [16] considers both biological and topological properties for detecting protein complexes in PPI network. For biological properties amino acid background frequency is measured. For topological constrains network density, vertex degree distribution and diameter etc. are taken into account.
Most of the algorithms presented above are density based i.e. search complexes that form cliques in the PPI network and few of them consider complexes with topological structures like star, linear and hybrid [1] , [7] . Some algorithms use biological features based on the assumption that amino acid composition within protein sequence might be sufficient to estimate the interacting property among two proteins for a specific biological function and get higher accuracy as compared to those methods which only consider topological features [16] . Therefore not only varying topological structures but also biological patterns have considerable importance in correct identification of protein complexes from a PPI network. A set of real complexes may contain large as well as many small size protein complexes. For detecting small size complexes, tree based approach performs better [15] .
In this paper, we presentC4.5, CART and BEST FIRST decision tree algorithms for detecting protein complexes from the PPI network. Instead of making a strong assumption about complex topology, we derive several topological properties from a known complex set. Along with topological properties we also consider the biological patterns of known complexes and derive some biological properties from protein sequences. To search new complexes we integrate both properties and then pass them to C4.5, CART and BEST FIRST decision tree learners. Trees are generated based on computed topological and biological properties. Since our method relies on real complex set, it does not assume any prior model for complexes. Training reveals importance of different properties. For each kind of decision tree generated by decision tree algorithm, non-leaf nodes represent a property that may be topological or biological, edges represent the property value and leaf nodes represent the predicted complex. With integration of topological and biological properties, decision trees i.e. C4.5, CART and BEST FIRST are able to find most of the predicted complexes and experiments conducted on the two public datasets of yeast show that the proposed algorithm outperforms four state-of-the-art protein complex mining algorithms.
II. METHODS
To define complexes in protein interaction graphs instead of relying upon a specific topological model, we have considered possibility of multiple factors. A general frame work is designed to learning formation from available known complexes, and then use the learnt information to find possible sub graph patterns. Multiple subgraph topologies in interaction networks like clique, star, linear and hybrid of cliques have been discussed in previous methods [1] , [7] , [8] . Other hybrid structures like hybrid of star and clique, hybrid of linear and clique, hybrid of star and star that have not been addressed by previous methods are also found in interaction networks as shown in figure 3 and 4. To identify such structures, the features like density, degree, clustering coefficient, topological coefficient and size statistics which have been employed by previous algorithms are not enough. Integration of these features with some other topological features like shortest path length, neighborhood connectivity, radiality, eccentricity, betweenness centrality, closeness centrality and stress centrality have proven to be useful in our study for finding more complex topologies. VOLUME 6, 2018 Besides graph structures, other features could be used to characterize complexes in interaction networks. In particular, the biological, chemical or physical properties of complexes distinguish them from non-complexes [1] . As a sequence specifies a structure therefore biological information contained within protein's amino acid sequence might be sufficient to investigate the interacting property among two proteins [16] . To capture the essence of information contained in protein sequences, we have computed biological features such as spectral domain features, sequence entropy and physical size. Every amino acid in the sequence is replaced with its calculated weight and then Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) is applied on protein sequences of molecular weights to get spectral domain features. Proteins belonging to different complexes get different spectrum, which suggests that FFT coefficients of molecular weights are a good discriminating feature. Information disorder among proteins belonging to same complex is low whereas information disorder among proteins belonging to different complexes is high, therefore to capture information disorder sequence entropy is used as another good discriminating biological feature. Previously both features were used in protein classification problems but not in complex identification tasks from interaction networks. As there exists a physical limitation for creating large complexes so that inner proteins become accessible for regulation process [1] , therefore physical size of a complex is also very important By integrating such additional features into our proposed decision trees i.e. C4.5, CART and BEST FIRST, our framework is able to incorporate multiple evidence sources for complex identification task from the PPI graph. The input to our algorithm is undirected PPI graph. Interaction network is modeled as a graph, where proteins are represented by vertices and interactions by edges. Our objective is to search the protein complexes which are represented by subgraphs in the undirected PPI graph. Each subgraph is a subset of nodes connected with a specific set of edges.
A. COMPLEX FEATURES
As complexes are represented by sub graphs in interaction networks therefore appropriate features of sub graphs are required to measure similarity among complex sub graphs. These features are extracted by topological measurement of sub graph structure. Previous studies rely on searching lines, cliques, rectangles, spokes and hybrid of cliques [1] , [7] , [8] to find complex sub graphs from interaction network by using topological features like density, degree statistics, node size. Features used by different approaches for complex mining from PPI network are given in Table 1 . Among these methods only few consider biological information contained within protein's amino acid sequence to compute biological features like length/weight and amino acid background frequency for finding complexes [1] , [16] and have got higher accuracy rates as compared to those methods that only rely upon topological features. In our study, we have used topological as well as biological properties for computing a feature vector to describe a sub graph in PPI network. After determining the significance of features from prior research work, we have included those features and also used new features.
We have used a total of 65 features among which 13 are topological and the remaining are biological features representing group of proteins in the sub graph. Following sections describe 15 features briefly and the remaining 50 are FFT based features.
1) DENSITY
As we have considered self-interactions in our PPI graph, density of a cluster G is defined by equation 1.
where E is number of edges and V is number of vertices in cluster G. Proteins forming clique shape complexes receive higher density values. For hybrid shape complexes density value will be medium whereas star and linear shape complexes receive lower density values.
2) DEGREE
The total number of vertices adjacent to a vertex V is called degree of V . All the member proteins in a clique shaped complex have same degree which is equal to one less than the size of complex. In linear shape complexes minimum and maximum degree of a protein is 1 and 2 respectively. The central member of star shape complex has higher degree value as compared to its other partner proteins and is equal to one less than size of complex. Other participating proteins have degree value equal to 1. Proteins forming hybrid complexes have higher degree statistics as compared to proteins of linear and star shape complexes but lower degree statistics as compared to proteins of clique shape complexes
3) CLUSTERING COEFFICIENT
This feature is computed to measure the number of triangles that go through nodes and is defined by equation 2.
where Cn is clustering coefficient of vertex n, k n is the number of neighbors of vertex n and e n is the number of connected pairs among all the neighbors of vertex n. This feature will have higher values for protein partners of clique and hybrid shaped complexes and lower values for protein partners of linear and star shaped complexes.
4) TOPOLOGICAL COEFFICIENT
To measure the number of rectangles that go through nodes, topological coefficient is computed. It is defined by equation 3.
where Tn is topological coefficient of a vertex n and kn is number of its neighbors. The number of shared neighbors among vertex n and m are given by J(n,m) and it is defined for all vertexes m that share at least one neighbor with n. If a direct link exists among n and m then add 1 to the value of J(n,m). This feature will have higher values for protein partners of clique and hybrid shaped complexes and lower values for linear and star shaped complexes.
5) AVERAGE SHORTEST PATH LENGTH
It is the average length of shortest paths between vertices n and m.
6) BETWEENNESS CENTRALITY
The betweenness centrality is defined by equation 4.
where Cb(n) is the betweenness centrality of vertex n,s and t are the vertices in different clusters from that of n. Number of shortest paths from s to t are given by σ st , where the number of shortest paths that n lies on, from s to t are given by σ st (n).
7) CLOSENESS CENTRALITY
The closeness centrality is described by equation 5.
where Cc(n) is closeness centrality of vertex n. The length of the shortest path between vertex n and m is given by L(n,m). The value of closeness centrality lies between 0 and 1.
8) ECCENTRICITY
Eccentricity of vertex n is the maximum non-infinite length of a shortest path between vertex n and vertex m in the network. The value of eccentricity is equal to zero if vertex is isolated. For central protein in a star shape complex, value of this feature is higher as compared to its other partners. For protein forming clique and hybrid shape complexes value of this feature is higher but for protein forming linear shape complexes value is lower.
9) NEIGHBORHOOD CONNECTIVITY
The number of neighbors of a vertex is called its connectivity.
The average connectivity of all neighbors of vertex n is called its neighborhood connectivity. Star and linear shape complexes receive lower values whereas clique and hybrid shape complexes receive higher values for this feature.
10) RADIALITY
Radiality is called centrality index of a vertex n. It lies between 0 and 1. It is calculated by subtracting the average shortest path length of a vertex n from connected component's diameter plus 1 and then divides the result by the diameter of the connected component. Diameter is number of edges in the shortest path between the farthest pair of vertices of a cluster.
11) STRESS CENTRALITY
The number of shortest paths passing through vertex n is the stress centrality of n. If a vertex is traversed by high number of shortest paths then it has a high stress.
12) SIZE
It is the number of vertices in a cluster.
13) SPECTRAL DOMAIN FEATURES
Proteins belonging to different complexes have different spectrum. To measure the spectrum of proteins within different complexes, spectral domain features are computed by replacing every amino acid in the sequence with its calculated weight and applying Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) on protein sequences of molecular weights. FFT is defined by equation 6.
where ω = exp(−2π i/N ) is an nth root of unity, N is the number of frequency points. Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [17] is applied on computed 256-point FFT to reduce it to 50-point FFT.
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14) SEQUENCE ENTROPY
Information disorder among proteins belonging to same complex is low whereas information disorder among proteins belonging to different complexes is high therefore to measure information disorder we have computed sequence entropy. Sequence entropy calculation is described by equation 7.
where p n is probability of an amino acid in a sequence.
15) PHYSICAL SIZE
We have computed this feature based on intuition. A physical limitation for creating large complexes exists so that inner proteins become accessible for regulation process [1] . Physical size of the protein is the number of amino acids contained within its sequence.
Varying topological features could be useful in finding simple protein complex structures (e.g star, linear, clique) as well as more complex protein complex structures. Centrality measures could be helpful in finding hybrid protein complexes. Biological features might be helpful in detecting protein complexes more accurately and effectively as sequence entropy and FFT coefficients are computed to extract the biological information contained in sequences that might be sufficient to estimate the interacting property among two proteins. Physical size statistics are based on assumption that protein complexes grow indefinitely, due to which proteins within the center of large complexes become incapable to interact with other putative partners. Hence, there exists a physical limitation for forming protein complexes of larger size so that inner proteins are easily accessible for process of regulation [1] .
B. DECISION TREE LEARNERS TO MODEL COMPLEXES
Decision trees are potentially powerful predictors and provide an explicit concept description for a dataset. Decision tree learners are popular due to the reason that they are fast and produce models that perform well on variety of features. Therefore we use different types of decision trees to model complexes. These are C4.5, CART and BEST FIRST decision trees. C4.5 is improved version of id3 decision tree algorithm with addition features for handling incomplete data points and over fitting problem. It can take both discrete and continuouse variables. CART takes both numeric and categorical values and handle outliers easily whereas BFT construct tree by best first approach.
We first compute topological properties by considering the interaction data among proteins participating in a complex. For computing biological properties amino acid sequences of proteins are analyzed. All the computed parameters are combined and split into test and train sets by applying n fold cross validation where n = 10. The training set is used by decision tree learners to construct trees. Trees are constructed in divide and conquer fashion. The mechanism used for tree construction by each approach is explained below.
1) C4.5
It constructs tree in depth first manner by using a divide and conquer strategy expanding nodes from left to right. Information gain is used as splitting criterion and is defined by equation 8.
Gain(S, A) = Entropy(S) − v∈values(A)
|S v | |S|
where Gain(S,A) is information gain of attribute A relative to collection of training set S. Values(A) is set of all possible values for attribute A, S v is the subset of S for which attribute A has value v (i.e. Sv = {s ∈ S|A(s) = v}).
The first term in equation is just the entropy of the original collection S, and second term is expected value of the entropy after S is partitioned using attribute A. Entropy(S) is defined by equation 9.
Wherepi is the proportion of S belonging to complex i. Node with the highest information gain is selected as root node. Then, training set is divided into subsets. Each subset is represented by a branch that extends from the root node. Then, this step is repeated for each branch; only those instances are used that actually reach this branch. If all instances at a node have the same class label, such node is called pure node. Splitting continues until a pure node comes. This construction process stops when all nodes become pure. Pure nodes receive minimum information gain values. To avoid over fitting, the training data error based pruning is done [18] .
2) CART
It constructs tree in the same manner as C4.5. The only difference is it computes Gini index instead of information gain for each feature in the feature vector by using equation 10 .
Wherepi is probability that the protein belongs complex i and pj is probability that protein belongs to complex j, Minimal cost complexity pruning is used to avoid over fitting the training data [19] .
3) BFT
It constructs tree in same manner as C4.5 and CART but uses BEST FIRST approach i.e. considers the best node first. Best node is one which receives maximum reduction of impurity. Maximum reduction of impurity is measured by using information and Gini gain given in equation 7 and 9 respectively. For selecting the best node among all available nodes the search time increases. To overcome this all the nodes are sorted in descending order in list with respect to information or Gini gain and then selects node one by one. Tree construction process stops when all the nodes become pure. To prune off branches which are not predictive post pruning is used [20] . 
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C. SEARCHING FOR COMPLEXES AND NEW SUB GRAPH TOPOLOGIES
Decision trees generated by each approach on two benchmark datasets are given in figure 1 and 2 . Each node of tree represents a feature, feature value is represented by edge and leaf nodes represents complex name. Among the computed features those having higher values for gini or information gain lies at upper levels in decision trees whereas nodes having lower values for gini or information gain lies at lower level in decision trees. It can be seen from figure 1 and 2 size becomes root node in all constructed decision trees as it got highest values of gini or information gain. Density lies below size in each decision tree due to the fact that this feature got lower values for information or gini gain then size but higher values for information or gini gain as compared to other features.
Tree statistics are given in table 2. It can be easily observed from table that among the three decision tree based approaches C4.5 constructs a larger tree with lesser number of leaf nodes whereas BFT constructs small size tree with greater number of leaf nodes.
During the test phase for identifying, to which specific complex j a protein i of the test set belongs, tree traversal is done. Some of the predicted complexes forming different sub graph topologies (like Clique, linear, hybrid of clique and clique) and match with real ones of CYC2008 and MIPS datasets are given in figure 3 and 4 respectively. Some new hybrid structures like hybrid of star and clique, hybrid of linear and clique, hybrid of star and star, hybrid of star, clique and linear that were not identified by previous studies are found by our decision tree learners by the use of integrated features. time and space complexity. Therefore this table is used as a reference for the purpose of comparison based on memory and computational requirements besides the F-measure rates mentioned in results section. Sample space S is divided into two subsets N and M whereN is the number of training examples and M is the number of examples found in test set. Feature vector is represented by A. A summarized description of proposed decision tree algorithms is given in the following subsections. For given feature vector V of each protein in training set N and test set M both C4.5 and CART build Depth first tree in divide and conquer fashion, the only difference is, to measure impurity C4.5 computes information gain whereas CART computes Gini gain therefore both algorithms have same time and space complexities as shown in table 3. BFT as well constructs tree in divide and conquer fashion using Gini or information gain, but the difference is it consider the best node first. To find out best node among all the nodes, list is sorted in descending order. So complexity of sorting is added as well.
D. TIME AND SPACE COMPLEXITY
III. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
A. REFERENCE DATASETS
Two reference datasets of yeast from MIPS [21] and WodaklabCYC2008 [22] are built from hand-curated complexes of size greater than 3.For computing topological properties, interaction network among the proteins in a complex is from DIP (Database of Interacting Proteins) [23] . For computing biological properties of proteins' amino acid sequences are from yeastgenome database [24] . Statistics for both datasets using DIP interactions and yeastgenome sequences are given in table 4 . Figure 5a and 5b show the PPI network of DIP for MIPS and CYC2008 datasets respectively. Nine different sub graph topologies have been found using DIP interaction on the two benchmark datasets which are: Clique (fully con- From figure 5 it can be easily observed that greater the size of complex there is more probability that its shape is hybrid whereas small size complexes probably form linear shapes. For complexes having three or four member proteins, the shape most probably will be a clique or linear. So, complex size plays an important role in determining the sub graph structure. Histograms given in figure 6 and 7 show the relationship between complex size and motifs for both datasets. It can be easily observed that smaller the size of complex simpler will be the structure. In both datasets clique, linear and star shape complexes of size less than 10 are found whereas complexes containing more than 10 proteins formed hybrid structures like (hybrid of clique& clique, hybrid of star& star, hybrid of linear& Clique etc.). Therefore larger the size of a complex hybrid will be the structure.
B. PERFORMANCE MEASURES
For comparison, recall, precision, f-measure are used. R is a set of real complexes and C is set of predicted complexes. Recall measures the proportion of real complex set R detected by predicted complex set C, divided by total number of positive examples found in test set. Precision measures the proportion of the predicted complex set C that matches the positive complexes among the predicted complex set C. Recall and precision are defined by equation 11 and 12.
Recall = |Km|/|R|, Km
Fmeasure combines precision and recall scores and is defined by equation 13.
Value of recall, precision and Fmeasure is from 0 to 1. 1 is the best score. Recall quantifies the fraction of labeled examples captured by solution set. Solution set accuracy is quantified by precision. Fmaeasure provides combination of both precision and recall. A good protein identifier should have a high precision, recall and Fmeasure rates. For efficiency analysis all the three measures are widely used in computational areas [25] .
C. PERFORMANCE COMPARISON WITH BASELINE METHODS
In order to show the efficiency and popularity of decision trees in complex identification tasks, their results are compared with other four competing methods in the DIP network using two benchmark datasets. Table 5 shows the comprehensive comparison results of decision trees with popular complex mining algorithms i.e. CFinder, MCODE, MCL and CDIP in terms of mathematical operations performed and accuracy. Decision trees in general achieve better performance as compared to the other four methods for all the evaluation matrices on the two datasets with a greater number of mathematical operations. C4.5 gives highest precision, recall and F-measure rates after performing a maximum number of mathematical operations as compared to baseline methods. CART and BFT as well match more real complexes then previous methods. The best f-measures are provided by the highest recall and precision, which illustrates that decision trees are able to detect complexes more effectively with a maximum number of mathematical operations performed due to the combination of topological and biological properties.
Integrating a greater number of features increase computational cost in terms of mathematical operation performed results in improved accuracy for decision tree based approaches as compared to baseline methods with fewer parameters and lesser number of mathematical operations performed.
D. EFFECTS OF TOPOLOGICAL AND BIOLOGICAL FEATURES IN EFFICIENCY IMPROVEMENT
In order to show the efficiency and performance improvement by adding advance topological and biological properties, we conduct same experiments by passing three feature vectors (namely BasicTOP, AdvanceTOP, and Integrated) to CART, BFT and C4.5. We have considered BasicTOP as base line as it contains only those topological features that are used by our baseline methods i.e. density, degree, clustering VOLUME 6, 2018 coefficients, topological coefficients, size. AdvanceTOP contains all the basic as well as advance topological features proposed in this paper i.e. centrality measures, radiality and eccentricity. Integrated contains all the topological as well as biological features. Figure 8 shows fraction of correctly detected complexes on two datasets by each decision tree approach at t = 0.2 for three feature vectors. With the integration of biological properties a significant improvement in accuracy has been observed. 
E. EFFECTS OF TOPOLOGICAL AND BIOLOGICAL FEATURES ON COMPUTATIONAL COST
We have compared the computational cost in terms of time and number of mathematical operations performed. Figure 9 shows time taken to detect complexes for MIPS and CYC2008 by each approach. C4.5 detects complexes in minimum time as compared to CART, BFT, MCL, MCODE and CFinder. Both CART and BFT takes more time to detect complexes for integrated feature set of length 65. When we reduce feature set to only baseline features CART and BFT detect complexes in lesser time as compare to three competing algorithms.
F. ROBUSTNESS OF DECISION TREES
To show the robustness of decision trees, we have compared them with four competing methods on eight thresholds t = {0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9} in terms of the number of real complexes matched on two individual datasets. Figure 10 and 11 shows that for each value of t decision trees matches more real complexes then other four competing methods.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this study, we presented a decision tree based approach for discovering complexes from PPI network. Specifically we extracted a variety of features that can be used to search complexes from PPI network. Training set is used to construct two types of decision trees i.e. Depth first and BEST FIRST. CART and C4.5 algorithms are used to construct depth first decision trees while BFT is used to construct BEST FIRST decision trees. Unlike previous methods that relied on the topology of complex subgraphs, we have integrated subgraph topologies and biological evidence to train decision tree learners by using set of known complexes. This allows the decision trees to identify complexes with topologies that are not identified by previous methods. We have shown that decision trees can achieve better precision and recall rates for previously identified complexes. Among the three decision tree based approaches, C4.5 built a large size tree with a higher recall rate as compared to CART and BFT. Time and space complexity for BFT is higher than C4.5 and CART as it built tree in best first manner. Our feature representation framework is general, straight forward and easily scalable by providing the ability to add other topological and biological properties in future that are found to be relevant for complex identification task from PPI. Techniques i.e. random forest and deep learning might be helpful for finding other types of interaction groups in future. Pathways among the interacting proteins within a complex play a key role in cellular signaling and metabolism. How to detect such pathways in our framework on PPI graph, would be an interesting direction to follow. Another interesting direction to apply our method could be species other than yeast for which interaction data of proteins is available recently.
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